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DWR Johannesburg:
Block C, Unit 1, Kimbult Industrial Park,  
9 Zeiss Road, Laserpark, Honeydew, 2170, 
Johannesburg
Tel: +27 11 794 5023 
Fax: +27 11 794 5702 
sales@dwrdistribution.co.za

DWR Durban:
Suite 2, 199 Percy Osborn Road, Morningside, 
Durban, KwaZulu Natal
Tel:  Nicholas Barnes: +27 71 493 6502 

Michael Broderick: + 27 83 778 0590
nickb@dwrdistribution.co.za 
design@dwrdistribution.co.za

DWR Cape Town:
Unit 74D, Platinum Junction Business Park,  
4 School Street, Milnerton, Cape Town
Tel:  Bradley Bruchhausen: +27 72 554 6147
bradley@dwrdistribution.co.za

www.dwrdistribution.co.za
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A double garage and a tiny office within a 
home in Weltevredenpark, Johannesburg, 
saw the start of DWR Distribution in 2006. 

Duncan Riley established the company 
after a ten-year involvement in the 
entertainment industry, and needless to say, 
the initial few months of embarking on a 
new venture were stressful. Looking back, 
it’s with great thankfulness to God, family 
and old friends in the industry to see just 
how far DWR has grown in a short period. 
Today, DWR is steered by Duncan Riley, 
Bruce Riley and Robert Izzett. To the team 
who make up DWR, we appreciate your 
wonderful attitude.

Once equipment is sold, whether it’s 
simply “moving boxes” or completing 
an installation, the service and support 
relationship begins. DWR strives to serve 
the industry with dedication, and would like 
to be known as the team who go the extra 
mile. 

DWR have premises in Johannesburg, 
Durban and Cape Town. We have a fully 
equipped workshop, training facilities 
and a demo room for the fully emersive 
experience.

For us, business and life is all about 
relationships. Thank you to everyone who 
has helped to make our dream a reality.

The DWR Story

B-BBEE
Level Three contributor
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The Demo Room, DWR Johannesburg

Install Crew
DWR Distribution is proud to have partnered with Jacob 
Mogale to form The Install Crew. The Install Crew specialise 
in AV, sound and lighting installations, as well as servicing and 
rewiring venues. DWR regularly makes use of the Install Crew 
to assist on large projects.

Equipped with its own vehicles, tools and scaffolding, The 
Install Crew is of service to theatres, television studios, venues, 
churches and wherever professional workmanship is required.

The Install Crew
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SOS Charity Fundraising Evening

SOS
Established by DWR in 2017, the SOS is a charity that lends 
a helping hand to freelancers and technicians who fall ill, are 
injured or, in the worst-case-scenario, pass away, leaving their 
family under immense pressure. The SOS has helped to pay 
hospital bills, purchased grocery hampers, contributed towards 
funerals and has also been involved in projects that offer hope 
and inspiration.

               IT’S ALL ABOUT HELPING THE peop
le

IT’S ALL ABOUT HELPING THE people
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Architectural 
– retail, museums, exhibitions 
DWR has had the privilege of working on many prominent 
architectural spaces, bringing exterior buildings or gardens to 
life with washes of colour. Our Architectural lighting installations 
create signature looks and set the mood, as a dark building or 
structure is transformed into an object of beauty.

Mall of Africa in Midrand, Gauteng. Photo by Peter Hassall 

Theatre 
– installations and productions 

Understanding the precision and demands of theatre, DWR 
supply internationally-endorsed equipment, backed up with 
after sales support and training. Whether a theatre needs help 
with rewiring, the servicing of existing gear, a new installation or 
purchasing new equipment, the team at DWR will assist with 
passion. In addition, we offer regular training to theatre crew. 

War Horse. Photo by Brinkhoff

Television Studios
– installations
From new television studio installations to providing itemised 
gear, DWR has worked on numerous venues across the country. 
It is always a great pleasure to be part of the creative team and 
watch magic come to life. Once again, training is provided on 
new gear.

Multichoice SuperSport Studio
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Schools & Tertiary  
Education Facilities
Schools and tertiary education institutions have a complicated 
decision when investing in the ar ts, as they want reliable 
equipment for productions,  which usually only take up a few 
months of a school calendar year. With this in mind, DWR is 
able to advise on solutions and provide professional and hardy 
gear at affordable prices. We care about developing ar ts at a 
school level and also offer training and support. 

DWR at The American International School of Johannesburg

Houses of Worship 
Churches and houses of worship often want to create a warm 
and friendly atmosphere, and lighting and audio work hand-in-
hand to deliver a clear message to the congregation. From large 
auditorium’s to smaller venues, DWR can assist with lighting, 
audio and AV equipment.

Rivers Church, Johannesburg

Clubs & Venues
Attention to detail is essential for venues and clubs. DWR is able 
to assist with a full technical package, backed up with service, 
to compliment your design and clientele. From audio to lighting, 
whether you have live performances or want to create a warm and 
friendly atmosphere, the DWR team are able to offer professional 
advice and assist you to come up with a workable solution.

Platteland, based in Centurion
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The Voice South Africa
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AUDIO
When selecting an audio solution, the 
audience should be your first priority. 
Sound quality will affect the impact of your 
message. 

DWR offers a range of professional audio 
solutions to meet your budget. From the 
top of the range L-Acoustics Loudspeaker 
systems to the robust and affordable Quest 
range, where quality is a guarantee.
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5XT X15 HiQX4i X8 X12

L-Acoustics
L-Acoustics is a French manu facturer of loudspeakers, amplifiers 
and signal process ing devices for rental and installed sound markets. 
Their products are renowned for exceptional quality.

processors and amplifiers:

LA4x Amplified Controller LA12x Amplified Controller LS10 P1

L-Acoustics eases tour life with robust 
new full AVB Rack. The LA-RAK II AVB 
carries AVB signal from console to 
processor to amplified controller

subwoofers:

SB18 (i/m) KS28 KS21

long throw – beyond 35
VARIABLE CURVATURE LINE SOURCE

KARA II K2KIVA II

A15 Wide A15 Focus SYVAA10i Wide A10i Focus

medium throw – 35m
COLINEAR AND CONSTANT CURVATURE

loudspeaker systems: 
SHORT THROW – 15M X SERIES POINT SOURCE
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Quest Engineering has been at the forefront of professional audio 
over the past two decades consistently innovating with its broad 
range of practical solutions designed for real world applications. 

Quest

MXC 601 High-Fidelity 
Ceiling Speaker

mx series 
WALL MOUNT AND CEILINg MOUNT

MX510 MX 601 White – High Fidelity 
Weatherproof Monitors

MX801 - High Fidelity 
Weatherproof Monitors

hpi series 
HIgH PERFORMANCE INSTALLATION

HPI111 – Mid Powered 
Compact Speaker System

HPI5 – 5” High Output 
Loudspeaker

HPI/18 BP HPI212S – Passive High Powered 
Low Profile Sub-Bass

Qx series amps

QX4500 Amplifier with DSP Processing

Q motion series

QM600ASi – Active 
15” Sub-Bass

QM700 – High Power 
15” Loudspeaker

QM450A – 2-way 
Stage Monitor

QA3004 Q1K QX-280
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DigiCo
In a world as competitive for engineers as it is for console 
owners, you want the best tools you can lay your hands on. 
You also want a well-thought out console, with every major 

SD RANgE

SD10 – Flagship features, flexibility 
and unshakeable reliability

SD12 – The go-to multi-application 
console

SD11 – The most compact 
DiGiCo console ever

DIgITAL MIXINg CONSOLES
QUANTUM RANgE  

Quantum 338 – Own the room with the 
new generation of Quantum console

Quantum 5 - Expanding the SD5 to over 450 
channels of processing at 96kHz. 

Quantum 7 – Own the room with the fastest, 
smartest console ever created

RACKS

D2SD Rack -  The I/O rack that has it all D Rack – Floor mounted DiGiCo I/O

S-SERIES CONSOLES

S21 – World-class mixing at an astonishing price
S31 -  Stealth Digital Processing in a small 
format console

application that is designed for the ar t and 
science of sound engineering. Above all, you 
want to do more.
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immersive in-ear mixing system

Klang 
KLANG:technologies innovative immersive in-ear monitor 
mixing system is the first breakthrough development since the 
introduction of 3D in-ear monitoring. A natural and intuitive 
placement of sound, with pristine sonic quality that lets musicians 
focus on their art — not on their monitor sound.

KLANg:APP
KLANG:app is the remote control for the KLANG:fabrik. Routing, mixing 
and 3D-Sound is done with one intuitive application.

DMI-KLANg
DMI-KLANG is a powerful Immersive In-Ear Mixing Expansion for 
DiGiCo SD Consoles and DiGiCo OrangeBox.

KLANg:FABRIK
KLANG:fabrik is a 19” digital 3D audio mixing server. It creates individual 
3D in-ear mixes for up to 16 musicians simultaneously.

KLANg:VIER
KLANG:vier is the leaner version of KLANG:fabrik and creates 
5 individual 3D In-Ear mixes for 4 musicians at once.

KLANg:QUELLE 19”
8 channel Dante™ XLR breakout box with additional reference 
headphone amp outputs.

KLANg:QUELLE
KLANG:quelle is a 4 stereo Channel 
headphone amp and a perfect complement to 
the KLANG:fabrik or KLANG:vier.

headphone amps
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Founded in 1984,  Audix was established with a mission that remains 
unchanged: to design, engineer, and manufacture high-performing, 
innovative products that contribute to the advancement of the 
professional audio industry. Their microphones are an industry 
standard and built to last a lifetime.

Audix

FP7 - 7-piece Fusion Drum Microphone 
Package - Affordable Excellence

DP7 - 7-piece Drum Microphone Package. 
Industry Standard

packs and sets microphones

VX10 - Elite Condenser Vocal 
Microphone for live sound and 
broadcast. Provides studio quality 
sound on stage.

condenser vocal microphones

OM7 – Concert Level Professional 
Vocal Microphone with 
Unprecedented Gain Before Feedback

dynamic vocal microphones

HT7 - Single ear 
headworn wireless vocal 
mic for presentation, AV 
and broadcast

R62 Dual True Diversity ReceiverR61 True Diversity Receiver

wireless microphone systems

M55 –Hanging ceiling microphone 
with height adjustment.

M3 - Tri-Element Hanging Ceiling 
Microphone. Includes junction 
box and breakout cable.

installed sound microphones

M65 - Tabletop 
Installed Microphone
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Ultimate Ears Pro
Founded in 1995, Ultimate Ears Pro created a new market for 
custom in-ear monitors which are now used by most of the 
world’s top touring musicians. The first in-ear monitor was 
developed for Alex Van Halen by his monitor engineer to give him 
a way to protect his hearing while allowing him to perform at his 
best on stage. In 2008, UE Pro partnered with Logitech, creating 
a better music experience, tailored to suite individual needs. Since 
then, over 100,000 sets of in-ear monitors have been crafted for 
musicians and music lovers.

custom in-ear monitors

UE LIVE – for Festivals, Arenas & Stadiums UE 18+ PRO – 3rd Generation. Same 
incredible sound. Even more headroom.

UE7 PRO – for Singers & GuitaristsUE6 PRO – for Rhythm & Beats
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Waves is the world’s leading developer of audio plugins and 
signal processors for the professional and consumer electronics 
audio markets. Heard on hit records, major motion pictures, 
and popular video games worldwide, Waves’ cutting-edge 
software and hardware processors are used in every aspect of 

Waves

Waves Emotion LV1Waves Multirack

audio production, from tracking to mixing to mastering, 
broadcast, live sound, and more. Waves offers Native 
and SoundGrid audio plugins in VST, TDM, RTAS, and 
AU formats for Pro Tools, Logic, Cubase, Ableton and 
other popular hosts.

Waves Impact Server Waves Server One-C

Waves Extreme Server-C Waves Axis One
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From the critical hours of pre-show production to each second 
of the actual performance, your production team needs to 
execute with precision. Having dependable and coordinated 
communications is a critical success factor for any production.  
Clear-Com effectively connects them over reliable intercom and 
gives them instant access to individuals or groups.  Clear-Com, 

Clear-Com
an HME company, is a trusted global provider of 
professional real-time communications solutions 
and services since 1968. Their innovative market 
proven technologies link people together through 
wired and wireless systems.

wired intercom

Clear-Com Encore Analog Partyline Intercom Systems

wireless intercom

DX410 Digital Wireless Intercom SystemsFreeSpeak II Digital Wireless Intercom Systems

HelixNet Digital Network Partyline Intercom System
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Mall of Africa in Midrand – Courtesy Peter Hassall
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LIGHTING

“Light should not interpret architecture; it must transform it!
Light should not enhance space and form; it should empower it!

Light is the life-force of man-made structures.
It is through light that events become meaningful.
Light marks our presence as alive and self-aware.

Burned in memory, light is profoundly experienced.”
Edward P. BartholomEw - ProfEssor of architEcturE

arcpad / divine

Leading global manufacturer of high-end architectural LED lighting, Anolis 
boasts an extensive range of fixtures to provide solutions for almost any 
environment. Anolis LED fixtures are long lasting and highly efficient.

Architectural solutions

Anolis

Divine 160 Divine 60 UV Divine 72

arcsource outdoor & inground

ArcSource Oudoor  
48MC Integral

ArcSource Outdoor  
24MC Integral

ArcSource Outdoor  
16MC Integral
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arcpar

Architectural solutions

Anolis

ambiane / arcsource recessed

Ambiane TW 63 Ambiane RGBW

eminere

ArcPar 150 Outdoor

Eminere 2 Eminere 4
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Architectural lighting controls

Nicolaudie Architectural

Christmas Tree at Menlyn Main Central Square, 
Pretoria

Fire & Ice Club, Zambia

Nicolaudie Architectural offers innovative and advanced lighting 
control solutions for architectural lighting applications. Their solution 
is based on stand-alone hardware controllers, programming 
software and mobile apps.

stick-de3 
– the lighting controller that everybody understands
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RoboSpot at RMB Starlight Classics
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Entertainment lighting 

Robe

Robe lighting is based in the Czech Republic and manufactures innovative, 
high-quality moving lights and digital lighting products. Central to the company’s 
philosophy is the practice of working as closely with their business partners 
and end-users as possible, listening to their needs, thoughts and wishes and 
understanding their markets and requirements. The Robe brand is experiencing 
record growth in all sectors and can be found on stages, in concert halls and TV 
studios all over the world.

led-based static lights

ParFect 150 FW RGBWpixelPATT

led-based moving lights

T1 Profile SilverScan SuperSpikie Tarrantula LEDBeam 150

led-based moving lights

Tetra Esprite

discharge-lamp moving lights

BMFL Spot iPointe MegaPointe Robe Esprite
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Eurovision Song Contest 2019; © Ralph Larmann
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Claypaky has been in pursuit of perfect light since 1976 and is part of 
the OSRAM group. Claypaky is a world-level reference brand in the 
professional lighting systems sector. Over the course of its history, the 
company has been awarded 45 prestigious international awards in 
recognition of innovation and quality. Claypaky is known throughout 
the world for putting on spectacular shows and extraordinary 
performances with a variety of effects, focus and movement precision 
and purity of light. 

Claypaky

led-based moving lights

HY B-EYE K25 Axcor Profile 400 Axcor Beam 300Axcor Wash 600

arc-lamp moving

Sharpy Plus Mythos 2Scenius Unico

laser source moving

Xtylos ReflectXion
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Vari-Lite
Established in 1981, Vari-Lite has combined innovative engineering 
with a love of performance to bring the dreams and talents of 
creative people to life. That same spirit lives on today. Vari-Lite 
provides lighting designers with the tools they need to create 
moments to remember.

SL Nitro 510C

SL Punchlite 220VL10 BeamWash

VL2600 Profile VL2600 Spot VL2600 Wash

VL800 BeamlineVLZ Profile VLZ Spot VLZ Wash

VL6500
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Strand
Born in London’s theatreland district in 1914 at the start of 
World War 1, Strand was already famous for its lighting by the 
1920s, pioneered controls in the 1930s, grew internationally 
in the 1940s and moved into television lighting in the 1950s.
 
By the 1970s, Strand was making big technological leaps – 
shifting into automation and rewriting the rules for consoles, 
while the 1980s saw major advances in dimming and controls.
 

studio lighting

controls

Strand DMX Splitter RDMStrand 200 Plus

Strand Studio 150S Softlight Strand Rama 150 Fresnel

Strand Relayrack

Strand Studio 300S

Strand RDM - 6R Booster

The revolution in computing in 1990s saw a time of rapid 
technological growth. Strand created its first digital consoles and 
software based control systems – direct descendants of those that 
control today’s highly-evolved, energy-efficient LED luminaires.
 
Proud of their past but driven by the future, Strand continues to 
develop high-quality products that help to meet the demands of 
modern theatre, film and TV, as well as themed environments and 
architecture.
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Robert Juliat 
Since 1919, French manufacturer, Robert Juliat, has delivered 
uncompromising quality. The Robert Juliat optical system is based 
upon condenser optics, which harness the maximum amount of 
light to give a flat, even beam with no hotspot and little fall off 
of light at the edge of the beam. The result is a crisp, consistent 

spread of light, ensuring a smooth general cover 
and unsurpassed image projection. All fixtures are 
manufactured to be durable enough to withstand the 
toughest of tours whilst each high quality component 
ensures complete reliability under show conditions.

accessories

SPOTME - track your spot

Dalis 860 – 300W LED Cyclight

ambiance lighting
SPECIALIST PRODUCTS TO CREATE 
MOODS & ATMOSPHERES

Cyrano 3° - 8° Discharge HMIAramis 4.5° - 8° HMI

grand range

compact range

Topaze – 7° - 14.5° Discharge

followspots, innovation with excellence
ultra compact range

Cricket – 10.5° – 22.5° – TungstenRoxie2 – 11°-20° - LED

ZEP2 Fresnel 360LFZEP2 664SX
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ETC
Founded in Madison, Wisconsin in 1975. ETC is a global company 
dedicated to manufacturing the most innovative lighting and 
rigging products and providing industry-leading service. ETC 
was a college project by brothers Fred and Bill Foster and 
their friends James Bradley and Gary Bewick who began work 
on a prototype lighting control console, called Mega Cue, 

Paradigm Family facility-wide lighting controls

architectural systems

Echo energy efficient, wired room controlsMosaic lighting controls for dramatic effect

entertainment lighting fixtures

ColorSource CycColorSource ParColorSource Spot Irideon FPZS4 LED Series 2Source Four LED

which grew into a major business. ETC products 
are found in small and large venues worldwide, 
such as theaters, restaurants, schools, performing 
ar ts centers, television studios, houses of worship, 
casinos, museums, theme parks and opera houses.

architectural

ArcLamp ArcSystem Pro Four-Cell PendantArcSystem Pro One-Cell ArcSystem Pro Multi-Cell BlueBeam BlueDome
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A forest of nearly 100 Astera Titan Tubes were 
used by lighting designer Nook Schoenfeld to 
create some high impact lighting effects during 
a sizzle-reel shoot to get player highlights for 
NHL ice hockey team Minnesota Wild, who 
are based in the Excel Center Arena, St Paul, 
Minneapolis.

PHOTOS : TOny MAHMOOd
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for portable lights that could be used to shoot movies, 
commercials, music videos, among other settings and 
decided to build a product dedicated for this market. 
Astera got in touch with gaffers and cinematographers and, 
with their help, developed the award-winning Titan Tube.

Astera app

Astera
Astera is a German hardware, software and manufacturing specialist. 
Since the mid-2000s, Astera has been producing battery-powered, 
remote controlled LED lights. In 2007 Astera moved its factory from 
Germany to Shenzhen, the worldwide hub of LED technology. In 
2018, Astera noticed an increasing demand from the media industry 

AX1 PixelTube (1m)

Titan Tube (1m)

AX3 LightDrop AX5 TriplePARAX7 Spotlite

ART7 Astera Box CRMX

AX10 SpotMax

Helios Tube (0.5m) Hyperion Tube (2m)

Helios Case Helios HandleTitan 8-way Case
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Longman
Longman International Group Co. Limited is a manufacturer 
for stage and entertainment lighting products. Established in 
2005, the China-based company has earned popularity in many 
countries around the world, and their affordable LED product 
range has been used on a variety of applications, from television 
studios to live events. 

F6

Phoenix 300 Bar

Phoenix 625 Bar
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Quartzcolor Studio LEDX4 Plus

Cosmolight
Cosmolight is a professional lighting company that designs and 
manufactures lighting, suspension systems and an extensive 
range of related products for the professional lighting industry. 
In 2012, the company acquired Quartzcolor and IFF, world-
renowned brands for professional lighting fixtures and lighting 
suspensions. This has enabled Cosmolight to strengthen and 
expand their product range to TV studios, video productions, 
stage and architectural applications worldwide.

Quartzcolor Studio LED X5 Plus

Studio 2kW Tungsten Fresnel
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Eurovision 2019:  three grandMA3 light,  
1 x grandMA3 full-size, 1 x grandMA2 light and  
5 x MA NPU (Network Processing Unit) for control, 
plus MA 3D for visualization of the show.
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Since its foundation in 1983, MA Lighting has expanded to become an 
international leader for computer-controlled lighting consoles and networking 
components.  This success is based on its commitment and power to innovate.
MA Lighting meets the growing demands of a constantly changing industry and 
develops product solutions for tomorrow.

Lighting Control
MA Lighting

dot2

dot2 XL-F

ma network switch

MA Network Switch

grandma3 series

grandMA3 full-size

grandma3 onpc solutions

grandMA3 onPC 8Port Node 4k

processing units

grandMA3 Processing Unit XL

MA Digital Dimmer WM

dimming

MA Digital Dimmer
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LSC Lighting Systems
LSC Lighting Systems has been manufacturing and distributing leading-edge lighting 
control products for the entertainment market worldwide since 1979. The company 
developed a highly-regarded reputation for innovation, quality and reliability.

MDR Splitters MDR Splitter Truss

data distribution

Mantra Lite

consoles dimmers

GenVI Rackmount

nexus converters

Nexus Ethernet / DMX Converters
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Visual Productions
When it comes to high-tech control solutions for LED, architectural and lighting 
equipment, Visual Productions, established in 1999, are leaders in the field. The privately-
owned company is located in the Netherlands, and provides software and hardware 
technology for the entertainment and architectural lighting industries. 

lighting control 

B-Station wall-mount 
button panel

Visual Productions familyIO CORE2 GPIO interface module Timecore modern timecode toolbox
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usb dmx

LeDMX4 PRO

led pixel control

ultraDMX2 PROeDMX4 PRO DIN

DMXking
Designed and manufactured in New Zealand, DMXking supplies 
high quality DMX512 interfaces to meet your needs.
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LumenRadio develop, market and sell low-power and ultra-
reliable operating systems, radio modules and products for 
wireless IoT-applications. From high-profile professional lighting 
to heavy-duty industrial equipment, LumenRadio have a solution 
that work in environments where others fail.

Based on their patented ultra-reliable Cognitive Coexistence 
technologies, the company offers radio modules and an 

LumenRadio

Signal Distribution

crmx – wireless dmx
INDOOR

Moonlite TM

CRMX Nova TX2 RDM

CRMX Outdoor

CRMX RX

CRMX Slim

OUTDOOR

operating system that can be integrated straight 
into your products. Using LumenRadio technology 
your products will be Future-Proof as they co-
exist along other wireless technologies, not being 
interfered or causing interference – which they call 
FPCC (Future-Proof Co-existence Connectivity).
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Selbyguard 
SelbyGuard produces Rainroofs and 
Airdomes for the professional lighting 
market. The products serve as rain 
protection for lighting equipment such 
as valuable movingheads. An innovative,  
high-quality, professional solution for 
lighting protection, all SelbyGuard® 
products have been thoroughly tested 
in real show conditions and in severe 
weather including snow, rain and 
high winds. These essential tests and 
evaluations with lighting technicians 
allow SelbyGuard to continue to 
innovate. The product improvements 
translate into time-saving ways for 
lighting technicians to install and take 
down the equipment.

Rainroof Large

Large Airdome

Ultra South Africa 

®
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Littlite
The name, Littlite is synonymous with high-quality gooseneck 
lighting. For over thir ty years, the company has been producing, 
refining and improving their task light system to meet the needs 
of users all over the world. Littlite products aren’t only for sound 

task light

L-18-LED

led console lights

18XR-4-LEDAnser Dual LED

anser desk light

Anser DL4

la-led series

LA-18LED Lectern light

and lighting consoles, the selection of compact task 
lights are used as map lights, desk lights, lectern 
lights, microscope lights, inspection lights, console 
lights and reading lights among other applications.

RL-10-S RL-10-D LED

racklites, permanently attached
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Software packages
Vectorworks
Vectorworks cares about design. Whether you work in lighting, scenic, film, 
event, or exhibit design, Vectorworks is the only solution with the flexibility 
to support your entire process. Spotlight will assist with precision drawing, 
creative modeling, reports and coordination, analysis with Braceworks, Previz 
with visions and graphics and presentations.
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Prolyte group
World-leading manufacturer of hardware 
products and structural solutions for 
the entertainment industry, Prolyte was 
founded in 1991 and strives for product 
excellence and continuous product 
innovation, creativity and safety. The 
Prolyte Group portfolio includes four 
complementary-but-independent brands 
– Prolyte Structures, Prolyte Systems, 
StageDex and ProLyft.

Ladder Box Corner

Triangular Circle Truss

Square Tower System

Rectangular LED Wall Support

prolyte structures – aluminium truss systems

Trussing / Manufacturing
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Arc Roof MPT Roof Space Roof

StageDex LiteDeck Rolling Stage Crowd Barriers

Electric Chain Hoists 250 – 2000kg Aetos

Rack Mount

Trussing / Manufacturing

prolyte systems – stage roof systems

stagedex

prolyft

hoist control
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FENIX
Based in Valencia, Spain, FENIX was established over three 
decades ago, and their dynamic team have since produced 
innovative quality products for the entertainment industry. The 
first telescopic tower was introduced in 1988 , and then in 1992, 
when L-Acoustics launched their line array and customers were 
looking for a solution to fly the new speaker system, the FENIX 
line array tower was introduced.

Fenix ELV 230

Fenix Hercules 6.5 Plus
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Eilon Engineering Ron StageMaster
For the past 40 years Eilon Engineering has specialised in the 
development and manufacture of state-of-the-art products, 
based on the latest technologies, including Ron crane scales, 
dynamometers and load cells.

In 2006, Eilon Engineering decided to harness its extensive knowledge 
in advanced wireless communication, as well as its proven load cell 
technology, for the development of an advanced multi-point load 

Eilon Ron StageMaster Portable Radio Reciever Ron Stage Master 
6000 G4 Wireless - 
Eilon Classic

Load Cell New 
Generation

monitoring and overload prevention system. This 
was the inception of the Ron StageMaster™ system, 
which, shortly after its launch, gained international 
recognition as well as innovation awards at both LDI 
and PLASA. Ron StageMaster is used worldwide for 
stage applications, but it is also for complex, heavy 
lifting where load monitoring in multiple lifting points 
is crucial, known as Ron CraneMaster.
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ASM at The Adam Small Theatre, previously known as the HB Thom Theatre, Western Cape
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ASM Steuerungstechnik
The ASM product range covers the entire spectrum of applications for 
point hoists, scenery hoists and stage light hoists. The company’s philosophy 
of innovation is reflected in its numerous patents and its specialisation in 
providing customised system solutions for all stagecraft needs.

HCWA Twinmaster Genesis Control

ASM in Control

ASM Control System at the Adam Small Theatre
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Doughty Engineering
Doughty began the manufacture of products for the 
entertainment industry in 1985 and is now one of the 
world’s leading manufacturers of rigging, suspension and lifting 
equipment for film, TV, theatre and concert halls.

Reutlinger Cable 
Holder 80 SVII

Quick Trigger with  
Half Connector

Fifty Clamp Mammoth Hook 
Clamp

Twenty Clamp

KCP 844 TV Coupler

KCP 832ST Stainless Steel

KCP 830

KCP 820 Swivel Coupler

KCP 830B

KCP 820B Swivel Coupler

Kupo
Kupo was established in 2000 and is a leader in professional 
lighting and grip equipment including clamps, grips, arms and 
accessories. The success of Kupo is a result of the commitment 
of those who work behind the scenes in motion pictures, 
television and photography. Kupo greatly value the customer’s 
experience and listen carefully to both their needs and desires 
which has inspired them to create better tools.  Kupo – Never 
let go! 

Kup 844B TV Coupler

Kupo Master  
Combo HD Stand
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Absen
Shenzhen Absen Optoelectronic Co. Ltd was established in 
Shenzhen, in 2001 and is an integrated service provider in the 
LED display industry, offering turnkey solutions to customers on 
indoor and outdoor LED display applications. 

LED Screens

A27 Plus Series (Front) A27 Plus Series (Back) A27 Plus

DW (front) DW PL Lite Series

N Plus

There are over 30,000 successful customer references 
from 120+ countries and regions who have used Absen 
LED displays for outdoor advertising billboards, business 
centers, shopping malls, sport stadiums,  indoor and 
outdoor stages, exhibitions, TV studios and more. 
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Magnimage
Founded in 2010, Magnimage has established itself as a leading 
manufacturer dedicated to LED/LCD/DLP display control 
system and equipment. Products are designed for live events, 
conferences, publicity and surveillance centers.

Magnimage delivers high-quality video processors, switchers, 

LED-W4000 Series
8K x 2K LED Video Processor

video wall controllers and accessories, all backed up 
by an experienced technical team. The company has 
enjoyed great success in China and is in the process 
of broadening its global footprint with the view to 
becoming a preferred supplier of display control 
solutions for medium to large enterprises.

MIG 680
All-on 4K Switcher
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Green Hippo are specialists in the design and manufacture of 
hardware and software for real-time manipulation of video in 
the AV industries. Formed in 2000, Green Hippo has grown 
from a specialist manufacturer of bespoke solutions to one of 
the leading players in the ever-growing field of scenic video. The 
company’s award winning Hippotizer™ range is now in its fourth 
generation, and can be found providing real-time video playback 

Media Servers
green Hippo

hippotizer media servers, go beyond real-time

for television sets including Eurovision, The Academy 
Awards and the Super Bowl halftime shows. Theatre 
spectaculars such as Love Never Dies in the West End 
and American Idiot on Broadway utilise the system 
due to its flexibility during production periods and 
concert tours for ar tists such as Beyoncé, Jay Z, and 
Madonna have proven its reliability out on the road.

Hippotizer PREP Hippotizer PLAY

Tierra+ Montane+ RTX Taiga+

Boreal+ Karst+ Amba+
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For over 30 years, MDG has created superior-quality fog and 
haze generators for entertainment, industrial, firefighting and 
military customers. From day one, they have pursued advancing 
technology to keep making the best generators on the market.

Haze / Smoke Machines
MDg

theONE ATMe Atmosphere

Me1 ICE FOG Q ICE FOG compack
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Le Maitre
Le Maitre has been an industry-leading designer and 
manufacturer of smoke and haze machines since 1977. Le 
Maitre hazers, smoke, fog, low smoke and dry machines are 
used across the globe for tours, stage, film, theme parks and fire 
safety training.

MVS Hazer Neutron XS EcoHazer
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Antari
Since 1984, Antari has been a leading global manufacturer 
specialising in atmospheric special effects like fog, haze, and snow 
for a wide range of international live and broadcast venues, 
festivals, corporate events, theatre, concerts, clubs, theme 

M-7X M-5 M-10

AF-3

parks, architainment, and houses of worship. Antari 
has always pursued the perfect fog, with some of 
the most stringent quality control standards in the 
entertainment production industry.

HZ -350 Z-800II

F-1
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AudioJoG Pro 8  - Audio/Lighting/Network 
cable tester with single and ended testing, 
memory and intermittent fault detection 

CableJog are designers and manufacturers of cable and cable harness test equipment 
based in UK. CableJoG Ltd was registered in 2003 but has existed since 1996 as a 
product name. Each product, known for its long productive life, is designed to meet 
customer’s demanding requirements.

CableJog

Cabling & Power Distribution

AudioJoG Rack – Cable tester for audio cables 
19” rack mount
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Phase 3 Connectors
Phase 3 Connectors Ltd are a privately-owned British 
manufacturer of industrial power plugs and devices for industries 
such as: power generation, events, military, and more, and are 
the creators of the renowned Powersafe and Showsafe brands.

Powersafe Power Distribution Box - The 
Powersafe Sequential Mating box is a three 
phase power distribution box designed for use 
with temporary electrical installations that use 
single pole industrial plugs.Powersafe Connector

Powersafe Single Pole Connectors

Environmental Cap

Powersafe Earth Panel Mount

Powersafe L1 Connector

Clamp
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Power Distribution
DWR Distribution manufactures a range of high-quality power 
distribution systems. These include Socopex Distros, 32 Amp 
Distros, 63 Amp Distros, PowerLock Distros and Custom 
Distros.

Little Lotta 250A 3-Phase Distro

Louie 63A 3-Phase Distro

Bart 32A-3-Phase Distro Fat Albert Socapex Distro

Beavis 32A 3-Phase Distro

Beavis II 32A 3-Phase Distro

Bugs 32A 3-Phase Distro

Dewey 63A 3-Phase Distro

Huey 63A 3-Phase Distro
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Klotz
In the world of pro audio and video, the name of KLOTZ has been 
synonymous with cable products of the highest quality since 1979. 
KLOTZ are global leaders in the design, production and marketing 
of audio, video, multimedia and fibre-optic cables. Their products 
are used by equipment rental companies, recording studios, TV 
broadcasters, theatres, stadiums, arenas and even cruise ships. 

LSC440YS.500 500m multicore 
speaker cable LSC ( black / brown 
raw cable )

LSC840XYM.200 200m multicore 
speaker cables

LY225S.500 500m Twinaxial 
speaker cables

LY240S.500 500m Twinaxial 
speaker cables

MY206SW.100 PROF. Microphone 
Cable per 100m roll ( on a pallet )

PL22Y08.100 100m mobile 
multicore PolyLIVE - ( 8 pair )

OT2000 OmniTOmniTRANS – 2 
x 0.22mm² Mobile AES/EBU audio 
cable PVC

OT206PB.500 OmniTRANS AES/
EBU (DMX) cable for mobile 
application -PUR

OW15Y04.100 100m OmniWIRE 
– AES / EBU / multicore cable 4 x 
2 x 015 mm² - PVC

OL22Y08.100 100m OmniLIVE – 
PVC AES/EBU multicore cable 8 x 
2 x 0.22 mm²

CLAES3PIP2 CAT/AES IN Adapter 
1.5m Ethercon socket w.fanout to 
4 x XLR3p F cable plug

CLAES3POP2 CAT/AES out Adapter 
1,5m Ethercon socket w. fanout to  
4 x XLR3p Male cable plugs

CLDMX5PIP2 CAT/DMX IN 
Adapter 1.5m Ethercon socket 
w.fanout to 4 x XLR5p M cable plugs

CLDMX5POP2 CAT/DMX OUT 
Adapter 1.5m

HA-HA-AOCW5000 50m HDMI 
2.0 AOC active optical cable 
supports 18 Gbps 4:4:4 max 
resolution on GT235 DRUM

F2UM33G150 FiberLink 150m 
Mobilkabel “U” PUR Multimode, 
2 x OpticalCon on GT310 drum

HD01PC15 Hybrid cables, compact 
1 x digital 110 Ohm + power 
1.5mm ²

KC5MXXP 5p. 
XLR cable male

KCFXXP 5p. 
XLR cable 
female

KC3MXXP 3p. 
XLR cable male

KC3FXXP 
3p. XLR cable 
female PAC08IMLC 8 pole Speaker 

connector line male shell black
PAC08IFLC 8 pole Speaker 
connector inline female shell black
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Custom Cabling by DWR
The DWR Cabling Department produces a variety of cables 
including power cabling, data cabling, custom FOH, Mults 
and Socopex cabling. In fact, we can assist with any cabling 
requirements as requested by the client.

Janus Janus to CEE Form

DMX Cable 32 Amp CEE Form Powercon Jumper
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Rigging, Height & Safety
DWR stocks a wide selection of rigging products including 
steel wire ropes, load chains, shackles, endless rounds, webbing 
products, wretched straps and chain blocks. We also have lifting 
blocks besides other rigging items.

DWR is pleased to keep stock of a range of safety equipment, 
including ropes, harnesses, rigging hardware and custom hard 
hats.

Climbing Rope Endless Round Sling Hard Hat

Multi-leg Chain Sling Rigging Hard Hat Stake Chain

Static Rope Strop 50mm Rächet with 
Twisted Snap Hooks

Bow Shackles Steel Wire Safety Steel Harness
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DWR Manufacturing Department
DWR have an experienced theatre design and manufacturing 
team who are able to assist with mechanical equipment, stage 
curtains, rails and customised steel work.



Future updates for this brochure will be available on www.dwrdistribution.co.za


